Ethiopia: The health minister reports the country is in need of 131 million masks in the next four months.

Kenya: A group of activists and residents of Mathare hold an overnight protest against the killing of a homeless man by police during curfew enforcement.

Kenya: A 9-year-old is among this year’s recipients of state commendations for his handwash station invention.

Mozambique: Health officials report an increase in discrimination towards suspected Covid-19 patients.

South Sudan: The minister of East Africa affairs, John Luk Jok, dies of suspected Covid-19 causes.

Uganda: The president postpones the re-opening of schools one month and announces that television sets will be distributed to villages to enable televised learning.

Zimbabwe: The country’s police and troops block thousands from entering Harare following a spike in coronavirus cases.

The Forum of Former Heads of State and Government condemn the killing of George Floyd and urge African countries to “raise a strong protest” to the killing.